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ABSTRACT: Due to concerns of Climate Chance or due to concerns of depletion of fossil fuels, future 
developments need to take energy scarcity into account.  Since inland navigation depends heavily on external 
energy, new infrastructure should be designed with constrained energy resources as the main parameter.  
Designs that take this concern into account, have positive side effects on other aspects of sustainability. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Shipping on inland waterways represents an 

important fraction of transportation.  Shipping is 
labeled as a sustainable transport mode, at least 
compared to truck traffic.  That is because the impact 
of shipping on the environment is lower compared to 
the impact of truck traffic.  Nevertheless it is 
questionable weather shipping on inland waterways 
is truly sustainable.  The real question is therefore: 
“Will our society be able to truly sustain, maintain and 
keep in operation, inland navigation forever, the way 
our society does so today?”  The answer to that 
hyperbolic question is most probably no.  But it might 
not even be desirable if the answer were yes.  
Navigation has evolved over the years and will evolve 
further in the future. 

Studying the reasons why contemporary societies 
will not be able to sustain an activity, e.g. inland 
navigation, for a prolonged period of time, without 
compromising the environment, indicates important 
points on which one needs to focus, if one wants to 
improve the sustainability of the considered activity. 

 
2. SUSTAINABILITY 

 
The label ‘sustainable’ is a flag of many colors.  A 

widely accepted definition comes from the 1987 
Brundtland-commission.  It states: “development that 
meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs.”  It takes the Triple Bottomline 
into account: People, planet, profit.  One alternative 
is more sustainable than another, if that alternative 
generates more positive impact on people (societal 
benefits, employment, …), on the planet (less 

pollution, less land use, less resources needed, …) 
and on the economy.  A lighter version of the same 
principle considers choices being sustainable if the 
sum of their impact on people, planet and profit is 
positive.  That means a choice could be considered 
sustainable if it has minor negative impact on planet 
and people, but a major positive impact on profit. 

Inland navigation is sustainable according to the 
lighter interpretation of the Brundtland definition.  It 
does impact the environment negatively (emissions, 
land use, water use, …), but it impacts people 
positively on both the individual and the societal level.  
It impacts the economy positively too.  Inland 
navigation is sustainable compared to truck traffic as 
well, according to the more firm interpretation of the 
Brundtland definition. 

It is clear though, contemporary inland navigation 
is obviously not truly sustainable.  When projections 
of actual levels of emissions, even if they are low, and 
levels of actual consumption of finite resources, even 
if they are low, are projected ad infinitum, at some 
point in the future inland navigation will encounter 
problems.  In A.D. 1972 Limits to Growth, the report 
to the Club of Rome, drew the attention to planetary 
boundaries: limited resources and limited ‘sinks’.  
Sinks are the capacity of the planet to absorb 
pollution.  The main thesis of this book is that 
practically every aspect of modern life contributes to 
the increasing consumption of finite resources and to 
the pollution of the world’s ecosystems.   Even if it is 
a small contribution per unit of time, multiplied by 
enough time, it will cause problems.  The elaborate 
study of positive and negative feedback loops and 
their interactions on each other, learned the authors 
the world might be confronted with lack of resources 
and lack of absorbing capacity of the environment at 
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some point shortly after A.D. 2000.  The world would 
somehow hit its limits to growth.  After that point is 
reached the world’s economic activity would start to 
shrink. 

Today, at some point shortly after A.D. 2000, 
inland navigation on a global scale is a growing 
business.  There are apparently no limits to be feared 
in the foreseeable future. 

 
3. AVAILABILITY OF ENERGY AS A LIMIT  

 
In june 2015 the leaders of the G7 gathered in 

Schloss Elmau, Germany,  for their annual Summit.  
Afterwards the Leadersʼ Declaration was released.  A 
chapter is dedicated to climate change.  The leaders  
say: “Mindful of this goal (to hold the increase in 
global average temperature below 2 °C. ) … we 
emphasize that deep cuts in global greenhouse gas 
emissions are required with a decarbonisation of the 
global economy over the course of this century. 
Accordingly… we support … the upper end of the 
latest IPCC recommendation of 40 to 70% reductions 
by 2050 compared to 2010 … . 

When the evolution of the energy consumption of 
the world, of which nowadays approximately 85% 
consists of greenhouse gas generating fossil fuels, is 
extrapolated to the end of the century, when a fixed 
point of nearly 0% fossil fuels at A.D.  2100 and a 
fixed point of “40 to 70% reduction by A.D. 2050”, say 
50% reduction, is set, when the current growth in use 
of fossil fuels is gradually turned in an as moderate 
as possible decrease, meeting the two fixed points, 
when the evolution of nuclear, solar, wind, hydro and 
biomass is counted in in an optimistic way, the future 
looks like the diagram in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: According to the A.D. 2015 G7 Leader’s 
Declaration, a scenario for decarbonisation of the 
global economy over the course of this century.  

 
To avoid the atmosphere, a planetary ‘sink’, to run 

out of its capacity to absorb pollution, the leaders of 
the G7 commit themselves to turn around a centuries 
long trajectory of ever growing energy consumption.  
An elaborate, realistic plan to substitute all the fossil 
fuels by renewable energy resources is, as for now, 
not known by the author.   

The G7 actually support the Limits to growth thesis 
of finite sinks.  The resulting diagram, a two century 
long bell-shaped curve, is in accordance with the 
diagrams in de Report to the Club of Rome, dated 
A.D. 1972. 

 

 
Figure 2: Standard run of the World Model, Limits to 
Growth. 

 
In A.D. 1956 Shell geologist M.K. Hubbert 

presented his “Nuclear energy and the fossil fuels.”  
In this report Hubbert analysed the consequences of 
the finiteness of fossil fuels.  Since these resources 
are finite, a rate of consumption, even if it is 
moderate, will lead to the exhaustion of the resource.   
People tend to consume the resource at an ever 
increasing rate, until the physics (geology) make it 
impossible to increase production.  At that point a 
downward trajectory sets in.  Hubberts prediction of 
the world’s oil production is given in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Prediction of world oil production. M.K. 
Hubbert. 
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It is a bell-shaped curve with roughly the same 
properties as the above G7 scenario.  It is a bell-
shaped curve that would fit perfectly in the Limits to 
Growth Report to the Club of Rome.  Hubbert’s 
diagram says nothing about planetary sinks. It talks 
about exhaustion of resources. 

The G7, from a climate change point of view, 
Hubbert from a finite resource point of view and the 
Club of Rome from an combined point of view predict 
roughly the same bell-shaped curve. 

 
Different countries in the world have different 

economies, different degrees of development, 
different GDP/capita ratio and so on.  But if the world 
as a whole is projected to walk along this bell-shaped 
trajectory, it is reasonable to hypothesize every 
country on itself will follow that trajectory sooner or 
later.  Recent data until A.D. 2014, collected by BP, 
seem to already give evidence of this hypothesis.   

 
Figure 4: Evolution of energy consumption by 
Greece. BP data. (Black is coal, grey is oil, light blue 
is gas, dark blue is hydroelectricity.) 
 

Apart from countries where energy consumption 
has recently collapsed dramatically, (Syria, Yemen, 
Libya, South Sudan), and where energy use is not or 
no longer documented, due to war related 
circumstances, Greece has seen the biggest 
reduction in energy use.  It is shortly followed by other 
southern European countries. 

 

 
Figure 5: Evolution of energy consumption by the 
group of G7 countries. BP data. (Yellow is nuclear 
energy, black is coal, grey is oil, light blue is gas, dark 
blue is hydroelectricity.) 
 

The G7 themselves seem to be over the top of 
their own self defined bell-shaped curve since A.D. 
2005.  A similar graph can be drawn for the OECD or 
for the European union. 

 

 
Figure 6: Evolution of energy consumption by Egypt. 
BP data. (Black is coal, grey is oil, light blue is gas, 
dark blue is hydroelectricity.) 
 

 
On the brink of the Arab Spring in A.D. 2010 Egypt 

became a net oil importing country.  Their own oil 
field is fading. In A.D. 2015 Egypt will most probably 
become a net gas importing country, because their 
own gas field is fading as well.  It looks like Egypt will 
fall short of energy resources very soon, despite their 
fast growing population.  Similar situations are 
present in other Arab Spring countries. 
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Figure 7: Evolution of energy consumption by China. 
BP data. (Yellow is nuclear energy, black is coal, grey 
is oil, light blue is gas, dark blue is hydroelectricity.) 
 

 
China’s domestic coal production is no longer 

growing. The order of magnitude of China’s coal 
consumption is so gigantic no other resource in the 
world cold even come close to substitute for a 
shortfall of domestic coal in China. 

 
Figure 8: Evolution of energy consumption Argentina. 
BP data. (Yellow is nuclear energy, black is coal, grey 
is oil, light blue is gas, dark blue is hydroelectricity.) 
 

 
In A.D. 2008 Argentina became a net gas 

importing country.   In A.D. 2013 Argentina joined the 
growing number of net oil importing countries too.   
Since the loss of export of oil and gas, combined with 
the need for import of oil and gas has severe 
implications on a countries trade balance, it is unclear 
how Argentina will keep its energy consumption on 
the same growth path it has followed for at least 5 
decades now. 

 

 
Figure 9: Evolution of energy consumption by India. 
BP data. (Yellow is nuclear energy, black is coal, grey 
is oil, light blue is gas, dark blue is hydroelectricity.) 
 

 
In India there is no sign of hitting whatever energy 

related limit yet.  But a closer look at the different 
fuels learns that from A.D. 2004 on India is 
confronted with steep increases in import of coal and 
gas.  A contraction of the world’s coal or gas market 
could hit India’s economy severely. 

 
4. IMPLICATIONS ON INLAND NAVIGATION AND 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

Just like the modern economy it’s embedded in,  
waterborne transportation relies on fossil fuels.  
Ships sail on oil nowadays, although that might 
change in the near future. Electricity, often generated 
by coal or gas fired power plants, is needed to 
operate locks, bridges, communication appliances 
and water management systems.  Construction of 
infrastructure is a very energy intensive business too, 
not only in the construction phase, but equally in the 
production of building materials. It is justified to state 
inland navigation is entirely dependent on abundantly 
available cheap and reliable energy resources. 

 
Therefore constrained energy resources pose a 

significant threat to waterborne transportation and to 
the way contemporary infrastructure for waterborne 
transportation is conceived.   

 
Predicting the future is hard.  It makes little  sense 

to try to estimate transportation needs or vessel sizes 
50 years from now.  But it is perfectly reasonable to 
be aware of the fact that abundantly available cheap 
and reliable energy sources will be gone over the 
course of this century.  The typical projected life span 
of contemporary infrastructure is 100 years.  The 
current generation of engineers builds infrastructure 
that will be confronted with a lack of energy 
resources.  New infrastructure should be designed to 
serve society in that future.  It should be designed to 
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serve societies that are confronted with limited 
energy resources. 

 
5. EXAMPLES 

5.1 Lock of Zemst, Belgium. 

 
The canal from Brussels to the confluence of the 

rivers Rupel and Scheldt was built between A.D. 
1550 and A.D. 1561.  The difference in altitude, 14 
meters at low tide on the rivers, was achieved with 4 
small scale locks.  The canal was fed with water from 
the river Zenne, an upstream tributary to the river 
Scheldt. 

In the period of large economic growth after world 
war II, the locks were replaced.  One lock connects 
the canal to the rivers.  One lock achieves the 
remaining 8,9 meters altitude difference.  This is the 
lock of Zemst.  The lock has a width of approximately 
25 meters and a length of 200 meters.  Every time 
the lock is operated the canal section between Zemst 
and Brussels loses 3 centimeters of water. The 
influence of water from the river Zenne is no longer 
sufficient to maintain the level of the water, because 
the lock chamber is too big.  Therefore a large scale 
pumping station is erected alongside of the lock.  It 
consumes electricity at a rate of  USD 1,100.00 per 
day.  Rising electricity prices will put a burden on the 
exploitation of the lock. 

Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV, owner of the 
canal, is now investigating whether a wind powered 
Archimedes screw might be able to reduce 
significantly the energy consumption of the lock of 
Zemst.   

 

 
Figure 9: Lock of Zemst, Belgium. 
 

 
  

5.2 Locks on the Kentucky River, USA. 

 
The Kentucky River used to be a rather shallow 

river, unsuitable for meaningful shipping.  The 

construction of 14 lock and dam complexes made the 
upstream territories accessible to vessels of 
considerable size.  Logging of oak forests made the 
region flourish economically.  The wood was shipped 
downstream and coal was shipped upstream to 
provide new settlements in the upstream territories.   

 
The logging of the oak forest happened in a faster 

pace than new oaks could grow.  One may notice this 
faster pace was facilitated by the lock and dam 
complexes on the river.  As a result the region got 
deforested.  The local economy went down.  The 
settlements lost inhabitants.  There was no more 
wood to be shipped downstream.  There was no 
more need for coal to be shipped upstream. 

 
At the moment only the 4 lower locks are still being 

operated.  The other locks are strengthened at the 
upper gate with concrete, to prevent the weakest link 
in the structures to give way.  This set of lock and 
dam structures has only been operational for a 
number of decades in the 20th century.  Now these 
complexes are nothing more than waterway blocking 
elements.  The region’s drinking water supply still 
relies on the augmented water level, but shipping is 
made impossible.  Nowadays the forest on the hills 
of Kentucky is slowly recovering, but no wood, nor 
coal is being transported over the Kentucky River 
upstream lock number Five. 

 
This is an example of infrastructure, built for a 

foreseen future that did not become reality.  The 
infrastructure was too big to be sustainable.  
Moreover: it’s the size of the locks that has put the 
entire logging industry in the Kentucky valley on the 
path of unsustainability. 

 
 

 
Figure 10: Lock and dam nr. 14 on the Kentucky 
River, USA, reinforced with a concrete wall. 
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5.3 The old Canal Du Centre, Belgium. 

 
The old Canal Du Centre in Belgium has 4 lift 

locks.  The vessels are lifted up or down 
approximately 16 meters.  No external energy is used 
to operate these structures, built around A.D. 1900.  
Gravity is the only power used.  Starting in A.D. 1968 
a new canal was built parallel with the old canal, 
upgrading the capacity from 300 T vessels to 1350 T 
vessels.  The vessels are now lifted up or down 73 
meters in one single move alongside an enormous 
structure, consuming considerable amounts of 
external energy.  The new trajectory takes 3 hours 
less to sail than the old one.   

The possibility to travel without external energy 
still exists.  The old Canal du Centre has not been 
abandoned.  It serves touristic purposes now. 

 

 
Figure 11: Machine hall of the ship lift Strépy-
Bracquegnies on the Canal du Centre. 
 
 

 
Figure 12: One of the old ship lifts on the Canal Du 
Centre 
 

5.4 Bridge on Canal Dessel-Schoten, Belgium. 

 
Belgium has a dense network of small capacity 

canals.  The network was built before or in the earlier 
days of the industrial revolution.  A crossing of a small 
road with a small canal was often provided with a 
bascule bridge with an above ground counterweight.  
Due to the lack of concentrated external energy 
source, the operation of the bridge was done by 
hand.  Human labor was the only labor available, 
especially in more remote areas.  

In the 1970’s and the 1980’s  some of these 
bridges needed to be replaced, due to a variety of 
reasons.  The replacement created the opportunity to 
redesign the bridges. 

In some cases, the above ground counterweight 
structure was no longer desired for reasons of 
aesthetics. 
 

 
Figure 13: Typical small scale bridge in Belgium 
 

 
Figure 14: Bridge on canal Dessel-Schoten 
 
 

Figure 14 shows one of the replaced bridges.  The 
concept of an above ground counterweight structure 
was left behind.  The realization of an underground 
counterweight structure (cellar) was considered to be 
too expensive.  Now this bridge simply has no 
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counterweight.  A set of hydraulic jacks lifts up the 
weight of the deck.  The A.D.  1970-1980 design 
specifications were met perfectly in this innovative 
design.  The bridge was relatively cheap to build.   But 
despite its modest dimensions the bridge is 
inoperable without external energy.  Within the 
remaining lifespan of this bridge, there may come a 
day a new superstructure with counterweight is built 
on top of the deck. 

 

5.5 A marina in the desert, USA. 

 
Phoenix, Arizona (USA) has a hot desert climate.  

So the city lies in a very arid region.  The city depends 
on the Central Arizona Project, a system of irrigation 
canals, to bring in water from the Colorado river over 
a distance of 400 kilometers.  The enormous Navajo 
Generating Station, the third largest carbon dioxide 
emitter of the USA, provides the energy to pump the 
water thru the canal system.  The power station is fed 
with coal from a mine located 120 kilometers to the 
east. 

In the suburbs of Phoenix land developers thought 
it would be nice if their clients could live alongside a 
lake, so they would be able to sail to their neighbors 
with their yacht. 

As a result a square mile is developed as an 
artificial maze-like lake, intertwining with roads, 
alongside of which houses are built. 

 

 
Figure 15: Areal view of Phoenix suburb ‘Arrowhead 
Lakes.’  

 
Recreational inland navigation is a beautiful 

activity.  In this example it is clear the cost for the 
environment and the cost for the society were not 
taken into account. 

 

5.6 Bank protection, Belgium, Netherlands.  

 
To prevent erosion banks need to be protected.  

The classical engineer’s approach leads to designs 

of bank structures consisting of concrete and steel.  
These structures are very solid and last for many 
decades.  Since the point where land, water and air 
meet each other is replaced by concrete and steel, 
typical ecosystems that rely on this point have no 
chance to develop. 

On the canal between Brussels and the river 
Scheldt Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV replaces this 
kind of bank protection with alternatives, consisting 
of riprap on less steep slopes.  Different projects with 
different designs have been established over the 
course of the last ten years.  The central idea is to 
give the opportunity to plants, birds and fish to settle 
themselves. 

 

 
Figure 16: Bank protection consisting of riprap, 
Belgium. 

 

 
Figure 17: The same bank after 2 years, Belgium. 

 
Biologists have found 180 different plant species 

on these new banks. 
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Figure 18: Alternative design for bank protection, 
using riprap structurally. 

 
An important side effect of this type of bank design 

is the lower cost.  Since no, or only a fraction of the 
amount of steel and concrete is used, expensive, 
energy intensive building materials are excluded.   

A second important side effect is the lower carbon 
dioxide emission while realizing the project. Steel and 
cement production combined represent 11.7% of 
global anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions.  So 
the attempt to exclude these materials from the 
design, results in lower CO2 impact on the 
environment. 

A third side effect matters maintenance.  If no 
maintenance is applied, trees will take over the 
banks, their roots fixing the riprap together.  If certain 
degrees of coppice management are applied, more 
space is left for more interesting or even rare plant 
species.  Maintenance becomes an choice, it’s no 
longer a necessity.  

 
In the next project Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV 

will further optimize the design by replacing the 
remaining steel sheet piles by fiber reinforced sheet 
piles.  The weight of these sheet piles is roughly one 
tenth of the steel sheet piles.  Manufacturing, 
transportation and on site implementation are 
expected to be cheaper.  The riprap will be replaced 
by steel slags.  The utilization of a waste product as 
building material will lead to a lower cost. 

 
The new Maxima Canal east of ‘s Hertogenbosch 

(Netherlands) has only riprap bank protection.  The 
banks have a gentle slope.  Designs with a gentle 
slope lead to a larger expropriation of private land to 
build the canal.  But the infrastructure is cheaper, it is 
easy to maintain, it will last longer and it gives the 
ecosystem the chance to settle. 

 

5.7 Timber bridges, Norway, Finland. 

 

A radical choice for low energy building materials 
leads to timber bridges.  Except for sunlight, no 
energy is needed in the production of wood.  In the 
meantime, the forest generates its ecosystem 
services.  In northern European authorities are 
gaining a lot of experience in this matter. 

 

 
Figure 19: Evenstad Bridge, Norway. 

 
Researchers are confronted with a lack of 

durability of the wooden deck.  They are now working 
on realizing hybrid structures, where wood and 
concrete are mixed to realize wood-concrete 
composite bridges.  This best of two worlds approach 
opens a large field of further research and 
development.  

 
6 CONCLUSION 
 
The future of mankind on planet Earth will most 

probably, after fossil fuels, be a future with 
significantly lower availability of cheap and reliable 
energy resources.  

In an era with the best lubricants ever produced, 
finite elements software with unimaginable 
calculation capacity, but an energy scarce future, 
engineering must shift its priorities towards low 
energy design. 
 

Inland navigation exists since early human history.  
Long before the industrial Revolution, long before 
fossil fuels were consumed, our predecessors used 
rivers for transportation.  Every ancient and medieval 
European city is located near a river.  Later some of 
these cities located in different watersheds were 
connected with canals.  Small vessels used to be 
pulled along the waterways using animal of even 
human power.  Transportation along waterways is 
inherently a low energy affaire. In every future 
scenario inland navigation will play a role to support 
society, like it has done in all extents of human 
history.  With careful design of its infrastructure, 
inland waterways might serve future generations 
even better. 
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Therefore designs of infrastructure for inland 
waterways should take the following principles into 
account: 

 
1) The larger the infrastructure, the higher its 

contribution may be to the exhaustion of 
limited resources.  Upscaling infrastructure is 
a policy that needs careful consideration, 
counting in future energy scarcity. 

2) Heavy moving parts are to be avoided, unless 
careful design, so the parts can be operated, 
or can easily be made operable, without large 
amounts of external energy. 

3) Concrete and steel are to be avoided, if 
possible, because of their dependency on 
fossil fuels during their fabrication, because 
high levels of CO2 emissions and because 
they do not support ecosystems. 
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